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1. Introduction 

 

Following the release of CS R4+ v6.0, a number of changes have been made to the Springboard 

feature of CS R4+. 

 

In addition to a number of enhancements that have been made to the original widgets, there are 4 

new widgets, as well as a Settings option which gives administrators the ability to configure which 

widgets are active and which widgets each user can see. 

 

 

2. Launching Springboard 

 

Springboard will automatically load when a user logs on to CS R4+ and will display the current 

information for all widgets that are enabled for that user.  The Springboard screen can be closed by 

clicking on the ‘X’ located in the top right-hand corner. 

 

If a user does not want the Springboard screen to load automatically when they log on then they can 

turn it off from within CS R4+. 

 

From the Main Menu screen, click on Edit and then Settings. 

 

 
 

On the screen that appears, remove the tick from ‘show Springboard when logging in’ and then click 

on the OK’ button. 

 

To enable the Springboard screen to launch when logging into CS R4+, from the Main Menu screen 

click on Edit and then Settings 
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On the screen that appears add a tick to ‘show Springboard when logging in’ and then click on the 

OK’ button 

 

The Springboard screen can be launched at any time from within CS R4+ in three places regardless of 

whether or not Springboard is disabled when logging on to CS R4+, from the Main Menu screen, the 

Patient record screen or the Appointment Book. 

 

 
 

 

3. Configuring Springboard 

 

When accessing the Springboard screen for the first time, system administrators will see all of the 

widgets but other users will only see the first four widgets (Confirmation, Occupancy, Recare, and 

Treatment Plans).  System Administrators can then change which widgets are displayed as well as 

configuring which widgets are displayed for individual users. 

 

From the Springboard screen click on Settings. 
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The top section of this screen lists the widgets that are available on the Springboard screen.  If you 

want the widget to be displayed then you can add a tick in the box beside each name.  If you do not 

want the widget to be displayed then you can remove the tick from the box beside each name. 

 

If you remove the tick from any of the widgets in this section then the widget will not be displayed 

for any users including administrators. 

 

The bottom section of the screen allows you to set the User Privileges for each widget.  If you wish a 

user to see a specific widget, then place a tick in the relevant box.  If you do not want the user to be 

able to see a specific widget, then remove the tick from the relevant box. 

 

It is also possible to restrict the information that is displayed on each widget to the user’s personal 

data only by placing a tick in the Restrictions box.  Placing a tick into this box will apply the restriction 

to all widgets. 

 

If the widget has not been set as active in the top section then it will not be displayed regardless of 

the settings that are applied in this section. 

 

Finally, it is possible for System Administrators to set clinic-wide goals for any of the 4 basic KPIs 

(Confirmation, Occupancy, Recare and Treatment Plans). 

 

 
 

To set a goal go to the relevant widget and click on the ‘View Filters’ cog icon, remove the tick from 

‘No Goal’ and then type in the target that is required. 

 

If no target is set then the box will be displayed in blue. 

 

 
 

If a target has been set and it has been achieved then the box will be displayed in green. 
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If a target as been set and it has not been achieved then the box will be red. 

 

 
 

Although the target is set for the clinic, if the screen is displaying all users then the percentage figure 

will be calculated on the data for the practice.  If the screen is displaying an individual user then the 

figure will be calculated on the data for that user.  

 

Although all users will be able to see the goals that have been set, only the System Administrators 

can set the goals. 

 

 

4. Confirmation 

 

This feature of the Springboard screen displays details of booked appointments for the next 3 

working days along with the percentage of appointments that have been confirmed for that period. 

 

 
 

Depending upon the Springboard settings that have been applied by the system administrator, the 

screen will display details about the appointments for the practice or just for the logged in user.  

 

For each day it will show the total number of booked appointments by way of a bar chart.  The light 

blue section of the bar represents the number of appointments that have been confirmed and the 

dark blue section represents the number of appointments that have not been confirmed.  Hovering 

the mouse over the relevant colour section will display the number of confirmed or unconfirmed 

appointments for that day. 
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At the bottom of the screen it will display the total number of confirmed and unconfirmed 

appointments as a number and as a percentage.  In addition, it will also show how many 

appointments where the patient has not been contacted. 

 

Patients can be contacted in a number of different ways such as SMS, email or phone.  If the option 

of ‘SMS Responses Supported’ has been enabled, then patients can confirm their appointments by 

sending a text back which will automatically update the confirmation status of the appointment. 

Please note that this function will only work if you are using Healthcare Communications (HCL). 

 

To display a list of the appointments that have not yet been confirmed, click at the bottom of the tile 

where it shows the number of not confirmed appointments or click on Confirmation on the top menu 

bar. 

 

 
 

From this screen it is possible to see which patients have been contacted and when they were 

contacted.  It also shows their contact numbers so that they can be contacted from here without 

having to open their patient record or use the Day List. 

 

By default the list is displayed in appointment order but the order can be changed by clicking on the 

relevant column name (Patient, Appointment, etc). 

 

To update the status of an appointment, click on the patient’s name to display further details and 

options. 

 

 
 

There are a number of different options on this screen which can be used to update the status of the 

appointment. 
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SMS – If SMS is enabled for this patient then an SMS can be sent to the patient by pressing the 

button, otherwise the button is disabled.  If an SMS is sent from here it will use the Immediate SMS 

Reminder template.  This template can be found under Standard Letter Templates in Doc Mgr and 

can be modified in the normal way if required.  However, if this template is modified please ensure 

that the correct merge fields are used for the appointment time ([Patient - Appt Time (hh:mm)]) and 

appointment date ([Patient - Appt Date (dd/mm/yy)]) otherwise the SMS may not include the details 

of the correct appointment. 

 

Contacted – If contact is made by telephone, letter or email then click on this button to update the 

status of the appointment with the date and time that the patient was contacted. 

 

Notes – Notes can be written in this box regarding this appointment such as an answer phone 

message was left or that there was no answer.  Anything that is written in here does not appear 

anywhere else other than on this screen so it will not add the notes to the patient’s communication 

screen or the appointment book and once the appointment is in the past these notes cannot be 

retrieved. 

 

Confirm Appt – If a patient is contacted and they confirm the appointment then click on this button 

to update the appointment book and the Springboard screen. When the appointment has been 

confirmed, the patient’s name will remain on this screen until the screen is refreshed or reloaded. 

 

Cancel Appt – If a patient is contacted and they wish to cancel the appointment then clicking on this 

button will open up the appointment book for that day so that the appointment can be cancelled and 

a new one booked if necessary.  It is important to note that clicking on this button will not cancel the 

appointment automatically. 

 

View Patient Record – Clicking on this link will open the relevant patient record. 

 

It is also possible to see which appointments have been confirmed or not confirmed when looking at 

the Appointment Book. 

 

A green box indicates that the appointment has been confirmed.  A red box indicates that the 

appointment is unconfirmed.  A mobile phone icon indicates that an SMS has been sent but the 

appointment has not yet been confirmed.  An envelope icon indicates that an email has been sent 

but the appointment has not yet been confirmed.  Hovering the mouse over the box or icon will 

display details of when SMS messages or emails were sent out. 

 

Appointments can also be confirmed from within the Appointment Book by right-clicking on the 

appointment and selecting Confirmed from the list or by ticking the ‘Appointment Confirmed’ box on 

the Appointment Details box.  
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5. Occupancy 

 

This feature of the Springboard screen displays the number of slots available and occupied for a 7 

day period, based on the open diaries for the relevant days along with the percentage of slots that 

are occupied for the selected period.  It is worth pointing out that it purely displays the number of 

slots available or occupied not the amount of time available or occupied.  Therefore it does not 

matter if the slot length is different for each provider in the Default Opening Hours. 

 

 
 

Depending upon the settings that have been applied by the system administrator, the information 

displayed will show all users or just for the logged in user.  If the user is able to see details of all of 

the appointments at the practice, they can click on the View Filters’ box to the right of Occupancy 

and change the display to a specific user. 

 

By default, the next 7 days will be displayed but clicking on the ‘View Filters’ will allow the user to 

select a different 7 day period. 

 

For each day it will show the total number of available slots at the practice by way of a bar chart.  The 

light grey section of the bar represents the number of available slots and the the dark grey section of 

the bar represents the number of slots that are occupied.  Hovering the mouse over the relevant 

colour section will display the number of available or occupied slots for that day. 

 

The selections that are have made will remain until the Springboard screen is closed or reloaded, at 

which point they will reset to the default values.  It is not possible to permanently change the default 

values. 

 

At the bottom of the screen, it will show the total number of occupied slots and the total number of 

available slots for the selected 7 day period.  Clicking on either one of these totals will open the 

Appointment Book for the first date in the bar chart.  From here the Appointment Book can be used 

as normal. 
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6. Recare 

 

This feature of the Springboard screen displays details of patients who have been contacted 

regarding their Recall appointment and whether or not they have booked an appointment along with 

the percentage of recall appointments that have been booked for the selected period. 

 

 
 

Depending upon the settings that have been applied by the system administrator, the information 

displayed will be for all patients at the practice or just the patients registered to the logged in user.  If 

the user is able to see details for all of the patients at the practice, they can click on the View Filters’ 

box to the right of Recare and change the display to a specific user. 

 

By default, when the Springboard screen loads it will display the details for the previous month so 

that the number of contacted patients who have not yet booked their recall appointment can be 

seen, but clicking on the ‘View Filters’ box will allow the user to select a different month. 

 

The selections that have been made will remain until Springboard is closed or reloaded, at which 

point they it will reset to the default values.  It is not possible to permanently change the default 

values. 

 

For each method of communication it will display the total number of patients who have been 

contacted by way of a bar chart.  The grey section of the bar represents the number of contacted 

patients who have not yet booked their recall appointment and the green section represents the 

number of patients who have booked their recall appointment.  Hovering the mouse over the 

relevant colour section will display the percentage of contacted patients who have booked or not 

booked an appointment.  This will allow you to see which communication method is the most 

effective for your practice. 

 

At the bottom of the screen it will show the number of contacted patients who have booked their 

recall appointment and the number of patients who have not booked their recall appointment.  To 

view a list of patients who have not yet booked their recall then click on ‘Not Booked’. 
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From here you can see the patient’s name as well as their preferred communication type and how 

many times they have been contacted.  In the case of Group recalls, only the Group Head’s name will 

appear on this list. 

 

You can change the order that the list is displayed by clicking on the relevant column name (Recare 

Date, Patient, etc). 

 

From here you have a number of different options.  You can send a reminder message to all patients 

using their preferred communication method by ticking the box to the left of ‘Recare Date’ and then 

clicking the ‘Contact Selected Patients’ button at the bottom of the screen.  You can send a reminder 

message to selected patients using their preferred communication method by placing a tick against 

specific patients and then clicking the ‘Contact Selected Patients’ button at the bottom of the screen.  

Alternatively, you can send a reminder message to patients one by one using any of the available 

communication methods by clicking on a patient’s name.  This gives you the freedom to decide on 

the best method to use for the next communication with the patient. 

 

When you click on a patient’s name, a box will be displayed showing the contact details for that 

patient as well as the date and method of any recare communications that have been used with this 

patient. 
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SMS – If SMS is enabled for this patient and there is an SMS reminder template then an SMS can be 

sent from here, regardless of the patient’s preferred communication method. 

 

Email – If the patient has an email address recorded and there is an email reminder template then an 

email can be sent from here, regardless of the patient’s preferred communication method. 

 

Letter – A reminder letter can be sent from here regardless of the patient’s preferred communication 

method 

 

Phone – If the patient is phoned then this will record that a phone call has been made to the patient. 

 

Any recare communications sent from the Springboard will also be displayed in the patient’s comms 

tab. 

 

A few changes have been made to the Recall system within R4 to supplement the new recare feature 

of the Springboard. 

 

Combined Dental and Hygiene Recall Communication – If a patient is due a dental recall and a 

hygiene recall in the same month then these can be combined into one recall message, provided that 

the patient has a hygienist registered on their patient record.  New letters have been added to R4 for 

this purpose and can be found in the Standard Letter Template section of Doc Manager and can be 

modified if required.  If you wish to send a combined SMS or email then you will need to create these 

templates yourself.  This option is enabled by default but it can be disabled in the Recall Settings 

screen by removing the tick from the box. 

 

Phoning Recalls - You can now record in R4 if a patient is phoned when their recall is due.  On the 

patient’s comms screen there is now a ‘Recall Phoned’ button which can be pressed to record that 

the patient has been phoned. When clicked, this button will pick up the current recall information for 

the patient, for example if they have a dental and hygiene recall due it will put 2 entries in the 

communications panel to reflect this. If the button is inactive it is most likely due to the fact that the 

patient does not have a Recall due, this will be indicated in the Dental or hygiene recall status.  

 

Sending SMS and Email Recall Messages Automatically – Two scheduled tasks are automatically 

configured to send out recall messages by SMS and email automatically every day.  These tasks are 

enabled by default but can be disabled or the time and frequency of the tasks can be modified if 

required by selecting the task and pressing the ‘Scheduling’ button. 

 

Setting the Recall Date – The Patient Recall Details screen will be displayed every time that you 

complete a course of treatment for a patient.  From this screen the recall period can be changed, left 

as the default setting, their preferred method of communication can be changed or recalls disabled 

for the patient.  This screen can be displayed at any time from within the charting screen by selecting 

recare from the menu.  This option is only available if the recall settings use the ‘Automatic – variable 

recall period’ option. 
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7. Treatment Plans 

 

This feature of the Springboard screen displays the number of open treatment plans with a pending 

appointment, the number of open treatment plans without a pending appointment and the total 

value of the Treatment Pipeline.  It will also display the percentage of open treatment plans with a 

pending appointment for that period.  Only accepted courses of treatment that are less than 12 

months old will be displayed here. 

 

 
 

It is possible to turn off the treatment pipeline option for individual users but still allow them to see 

the Treatment Plans (Tx) widget.  

 

 
 

Depending upon the Springboard settings that have been applied by the system administrator, the 

screen will display details about the treatment plans and treatment pipeline for the practice or just 

for the logged in user.   If the user is able to see details of all of the users at the practice, they can 

click on the View Filters’ box to the right of Treatment Plans to change the display to an individual 

user. 
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The treatment pipeline figure shows the value of all of the uncompleted items of treatment in the 

accepted treatment plans where an appointment is booked for each patient within the next 12 

months.  It also shows the number of patients with an open course of treatment and the total 

number of uncompleted items of treatment contained within these treatment plans. 

 

At the bottom of the screen it will show you the total number of open treatment plans with an 

appointment in the next 12 months and the total number of open treatment plans without an 

appointment. 

 

To view the list of patients who have an open course of treatment and a pending appointment then 

click on ‘Tx Plans with an Appt’ to display their names. 

 

 
 

In addition to displaying their names, this screen will also display the date of their next appointment, 

the date that the course was accepted, the value of any uncompleted items of treatment and the 

number of incomplete items.  In the case of NHS courses in England, Wales and the Isle of Man, the 

value of the uncompleted items will display the Treatment Band value. 

 

You can change the order that the list is displayed by clicking on the relevant column name (Patient, 

Acceptance Date, etc). 

 

If you click on a patient’s name, a box will be displayed showing the contact numbers for the patient 

and the uncompleted items of treatment with their value (if applicable).  In the case of NHS courses 

in England, Wales and the Isle of Man, the value against the uncompleted items of treatment will be 

zero as the banded cost is shown on the grid instead (as mentioned above). 
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View Patient Record – If you click on this link the Springboard screen will be closed and you will be 

taken to the patient’s record. 

 

 If you wish to view a list of patients who have an open course of treatment but no future 

appointment, click on ‘Tx Plans without an appointment’ or click on ‘Treatment’ on the navigation 

bar at the top of the screen . 

 

 
 

In addition to seeing the names of the patients with an open course, this screen will also show the 

date the course was accepted, the value of any uncompleted items of treatment for each course, the 

number of incomplete items and the scheme that the course of treatment was opened under. 

 

You can change the order that the list is displayed by clicking on the relevant column name (Patient, 

Acceptance Date, etc). 

 

If you click on a patient’s name, a box will be displayed showing the uncompleted items of treatment 

and their value (if applicable) along with the contact numbers for the patient. 
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Book Appt – If you click on this button the Springboard screen will be closed and you will be taken to 

the appointment book for today so that you can book an appointment. 

 

View Patient Record – If you click on this link the Springboard screen will be closed and you will be 

taken to the patient’s record. 

 

 

8. Daily Revenue By Provider 

 

This feature of the Springboard screen displays details of the daily average revenue generated by 

each user at the practice over their assigned working days during a specific month. 

 

 
 

Depending upon the Springboard settings that have been applied by the system administrator, the 

screen will display details of the average daily revenue for all users at the practice or just for the 

logged in user.  If the user is able to see details of all of the users at the practice, they can click on the 

View Filters’ box to the right of Daily Revenue By Provider to change the display to an individual user. 

 

By default, when the Springboard screen loads it will display the details for the previous month but 

clicking on the ‘View Filters’ box will allow the user to select a different month. 
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The selections that have made will remain until Springboard is closed or reloaded, at which point 

they it will reset to the default values.  It is not possible to permanently change the default values. 

 

A donut chart is used to represent the daily average for each provider, with each provider having a 

separate colour.  In the centre of the circle, the daily average for all providers is displayed, however, 

by hovering the mouse over the relevant colour in the donut chart, the information in the centre of 

the circle changes to display the daily average for that provider. 

 

 
 

If the Personal Data Only restriction has been applied by the system administrator, then the donut 

chart and the information in the centre of the circle will only show the information for the logged in 

provider. 

 

 
 

Below the donut chart, depending upon the restrictions that have been applied, the Daily NHS 

Average value, and the Daily Private Average value will also be displayed, either for all providers or 

just for the logged in provider. 
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9. Hygiene vs Tx Report 

 

This feature of the Springboard screen displays details of patients who have had an appointment in a 

specific month with the hygienist and not the dentist, or who have had an appointment in a specific 

month with the dentist and not the hygienist. 

monthmonth 

 
 

Depending upon the Springboard settings that have been applied by the system administrator, the 

screen will display details about all patients at the practice or just for the logged in provider.  If the 

user is able to see details of all of the providers, they can click on the ‘View Filters’ box to the right of 

Hygiene vs Tx Report and change the display to individual providers. 

 

By default, when the Springboard screen loads it will display the details for the previous month but 

clicking on the ‘View Filters’ box will allow the user to select a different month. 

 

The selections that have been made will remain until Springboard is closed or reloaded, at which 

point it will reset to the default values.  It is not possible to permanently change the default values. 

 

To display a list of patients who have had an appointment with the hygienist and not a dentist, click 

on Hygiene Only at the bottom of the page. 
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From this screen you can see the name of the patients, the date of their last hygiene appointment, 

which hygienist they saw, the date of their last dental appointment, the dentist that they saw and 

their contact details.  If you click on a patient’s name, a box will be displayed showing their contact 

details. 

 

Book Appt – If you click on this button the Springboard screen will be closed and you will be taken to 

the appointment book for today so that you can book an appointment. 

 

View Patient Record – If you click on this link the Springboard screen will be closed and you will be 

taken to the patient’s record. 

 

To display a list of patients who have had an appointment with the dentist and not a hygienist, click 

on Dentist Only at the bottom of the page or click on ‘Hygiene’ on the navigation bar at the top of 

the screen. 
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From this screen you can see the name of the patients, the date of their last hygiene appointment, 

which hygienist they saw, the date of their last dental appointment, the dentist that they saw and 

their contact details.  If you click on a patient’s name, a box will be displayed showing their contact 

details. 

 

Book Appt – If you click on this button the Springboard screen will be closed and you will be taken to 

the appointment book for today so that you can book an appointment. 

 

View Patient Record – If you click on this link the Springboard screen will be closed and you will be 

taken to the patient’s record. 

 

 

10. Treatment Ranking 

 

This feature of the Springboard screen displays details of the top items of treatment that have been 

performed per scheme over a specified period of time along with the total value of the items.   For 

England, Wales and Isle of Man NHS treatments, the total value will be displayed as zero. 

 

 
 

Depending upon the Springboard settings that have been applied by the system administrator, the 

screen will display details about the treatment items for the practice or just for the logged in user.  If 

the user is able to see details for all of the providers, they can click on the ‘View Filters’ box to the 

right of Treatment Ranking and change the display to individual providers. 
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By default, when the Springboard screen loads it will display details for private treatment but the 

treatment ranking for other schemes can be displayed by selecting the relevant scheme from the 

drop-down list. 

 

Also, the default view is to show the treatment ranking for the previous two months but clicking on 

the ‘View Filters’ box will allow the user to select different start and end months. 

 

The selections that have made will remain until Springboard is closed or reloaded, at which point it 

will reset to the default values.  It is not possible to permanently change the default values. 

 

If the user clicks on the View Treatment Ranking button at the bottom, they will be able to see 

additional details about the treatment items.  Selecting an item of treatment will display a graph 

showing the revenue generated by that item of treatment each month over the last 12 months.  In 

addition, hovering the mouse over any of the data points will display the total count and the total 

revenue for the relevant month. 
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11. Whitespace 

 

This feature of the Springboard screen displays a heat chart representing whitespace in the diary 

over a 14 day period. 
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Depending upon the settings that have been applied by the system administrator, the information 

displayed will show all users or just for the logged in user.  If the user is able to see details of all of 

the appointments at the practice, they can click on the View Filters’ box to the right of Whitespace 

and change the display to a specific user or multiple users. 

 

By default, the next 14 days will be displayed but clicking on the ‘View Filters’ will allow the user to 

select a different 14 day period. 

 

If the user wants to show the whitespace  for a different date range, they can click on the ‘View 

Filters’ box to the right of Treatment Ranking and select the relevant dates.  If the user is able to see 

details of all of the providers at the practice, then they can also change the display to individual 

providers from here. 

 

Each day is represented by a box, the colour of which represents the amount of whitespace there is 

on that day.  The darker the colour the less whitespace there is.   Further information regarding the 

whitespace can be viewed by hovering the mouse over one of the boxes.  

 

Hovering the mouse over a box for All providers will display a pop-up screen that shows the total 

number of free hours in all diaries for that day and gives the option to go to the diary for that specific 

day by clicking on the relevant button. 
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Hovering the mouse over a box for a specific provider will display a pop-up box that shows the 

working pattern for that provider and the total amount of whitespace for that day.  This information 

is further broken down to show when there are un-booked times in the diary for that provider.  

There is the option to go to the diary for that day by clicking on the relevant button. 

 

 
 


